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Abstract
Concept mapping systems used in education and knowledge
management emphasize flexibility of representation to
enhance learning and facilitate knowledge capture.
Collections of concept maps exhibit terminology variance,
informality, and organizational variation. These factors
make it difficult to match elements between maps in
comparison, retrieval, and merging processes. In this work,
we add an element anchoring mechanism to a similarity
flooding (SF) algorithm to match nodes and substructures
between pairs of simulated maps and student-drawn concept
maps. Experimental results show significant improvement
over simple string matching with combined recall accuracy
of 91% for conceptual nodes and conceptÆlinkÆconcept
propositions in student-drawn maps.
Key words: Semantic Matching; Concept Mapping;
Semantic Networks; Conceptual Graphs; Computer Assisted
Instruction
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Introduction

People have encoded “models” of their knowledge in a vast
number of documents. A variety of indexes connect concepts
and documents to support information retrieval. Some
indexes (e.g. a digital library’s topical index) are “modelrich” with carefully constructed conceptual taxonomies.
Others, like the classic vector-space model, are “term-rich”
tabulations of the documents’ terms. An information seeker
also begins with a mental knowledge model [24] which
needs to be matched to the index. Conceptual graphs can
provide
a
bridge
between
term-rich/model-weak
representations and the mental models used by information
seekers, enabling more effective query expression, better
indexing and retrieval, and better tools for integrating text
and images.
Conceptual graphs (CG) associate concepts in node-link
semantic representations consisting of “knowledge
elements” such as
labeled concept nodes, labeled
relationship links, and small clusters of nodes and links.
These structures have been used in education, business, and
knowledge management [1-3, 5, 9, 11, 12, 14, 19, 24, 29].
For example, concept mapping is a well-regarded
educational technique employing an informal CG structure.
In the business domain, workflow systems encode processes
as a CGs of entities and relationships. Text mining processes
can extract CGs from collections of text, ontologies are
expressed as CGs, and the semantic web promises to provide
CG information to facilitate knowledge discovery. While
these applications employ different levels of formality and

varying degrees of computerized support, they all record
knowledge as a set of labeled nodes and links.
Comparing, retrieving, and merging are key operations for
effectively managing a collection of conceptual graphs.
Workflow systems, for example, need to compare business
processes to identify overlapping steps, instructors review
student-drawn concept maps by comparing them to expert
knowledge, and related knowledge elements are retrieved
from concept mapping systems to assist users. As ontologies
change or as new ones are developed they need to be merged
with existing structures and relations parsed from text need
to be verified, organized, and combined to better represent
extracted information. Comparison, retrieval, and merging
all begin by matching individual elements between two
graphs. Thus, algorithms able to effectively match items
between graphs using nodes, links, and labels are useful in a
variety of applications.
In this paper we develop an algorithm for matching
knowledge elements in educational concept maps. This is an
interesting testbed for at least two reasons. Firstly,
Educational concept maps are minimally formal. Because
they are designed to allow maximum expressiveness and
application in a wide variety of topical domains, educational
concept mapping systems rarely enforce naming rules for
nodes or links. Therefore concept maps tend to be
idiosyncratic: different people create different maps of the
same topic [24]. This is interesting because people generally
approach query tasks with similarly idiosyncratic mental
models. Secondly, concept maps are relatively easy to
obtain. Several computer-based concept mapping tools are
widely available. Improved management tools for
collections of concept maps would be potentially useful in a
variety of educational applications. Section 2 reviews
existing concept map applications, examines the associated
computational challenges, and identifies similarity flooding
(SF) as a potentially useful map processing algorithm. Our
research questions are listed in Section 3 and our
implementation of SF is described in Section 4. Sections 5
and 6 describe our simulated and student-drawn map
experiments, while Sections 7 and 8 discuss our findings and
identify promising future directions.

2 Literature Review and Background
2.1 Concept Map (CM) Applications
Educational concept mapping was developed to support a
constructivist notion of meaningful learning [23]. Concept
mapping clarifies a learner’s understanding by identifying
key concepts and expressing key relations, and student maps
can be used to focus instructional activities. Four key
meaningful learning processes find significant expression in
the concept mapping process and in the structural
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organization of student concept maps: (1) new concept
learning, (2) subsumption, (3) progressive differentiation,
and (4) integrative reconciliation [24]. In concept mapping a
learner identifies concepts, hierarchically organizes those
concepts, differentiates between them, and expresses more
complex cross-hierarchical relations. These cognitive
processes are exhibited in multiple layers of hierarchal
groupings and in links that connect separate parts of the
hierarchical tree.
Empirical studies verify concept mapping’s educational
utility. Conceptual graphs are effective in cooperative
interactions, as pre- and post-study aids, as a substitute for
traditional text, and for updating and editing knowledge [6].
Knowledge-mapping training was shown to have positive
text processing effects for university students even when
maps are not explicitly used. Student concept map scores
have also been compared to standardized test scores. Rye
and Rubba surveyed map scoring methodologies and found a
correlation between maps scores and performance on the
standardized tests [27].
Concept maps are used in educational processes where
students draw concept maps and instructors provide
feedback to the students based on map content. Evaluating
maps is a manual and tedious process [15]. Computerized
concept mapping tools should (but do not) facilitate
evaluation. Perhaps this is because we do not know which
evaluation measures are both useful and feasible. A wide
variety of map scoring techniques have been proposed and
evaluated. Shavelson et al. identify not less than 128
possible ways of generating and scoring concept maps [28].
Proposed map evaluation measures include (1) quantitative
measures of map characteristics such as the number of
propositions, (2) structural measures such as the number of
hierarchical levels found in the expressed relations, (3)
correctness measures which reward the validity of a
proposition, and (4) similarity to an expert map.
Chen, Lin and Chang evaluate student maps using fuzzy
integration and fuzzy matching algorithms employing an
extended concept map formalism in which concept maps are
enhanced with importance rankings for each node and link
[5]. After carefully constructing a master map from maps
created by three experts, fuzzy matching was used to
identify how closely each student’s map resembled the
master map. Student maps were constructed using a closed
list of node names and relation types. Some correlation was
found between a student’s performance on a handwritten test
and the similarity between the student’s map and the master
map. The correlation was more pronounced for high
performing students and difficult subject matter. Accuracy
was reduced when distinct but correct organizational
structures were used in different maps; these variations were
referred to as “cognitive shifts.” It was suggested matching
could be improved using (1) contextual information for
nodes and links, and (2) a proposition-based matching
mechanism.
Although concept maps are most frequently associated with
education, they have also been used to assist with other types
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of knowledge management. Researchers have investigated
concept maps in hypermedia systems [12], concept maps as
a part of a knowledge support system [11], and concept
maps for collaboration through map sharing on the web [13].
The use of concept maps for information search and
browsing has also been considered in more recent work [4].
Concept mapping has been used as part of a knowledge
elicitation methodology intended to record, maintain, and
exploit expert knowledge [2]. The CMapTools for concept
mapping developed by IHMC (Institute for Human Machine
Cognition) have been used in several topical domains
including space exploration (http://www.cmex.arc.nasa.gov),
medicine [9], Naval technician training [1], and
meterorological investigation [14].
They have been
combined with case-based reasoning techniques [3] and a
map collection has been used to make suggestions as new
maps are drawn [18]. Another study concludes that “concept
mapping should be considered as the interface of choice to a
knowledge repository to be used by master's students in
Information Management” [29]. In short, the automatic
processing of concept maps for KM continues to be a topic
of interest in the KM research community.
Algorithms that find matching knowledge elements concept
map pairs could increase the usefulness of concept map
collections. Previous CM research has focused on overall
map similarity without directly accounting for the
differences of vocabulary and representation that commonly
occur in human-created knowledge representations. This has
been reasonably effective because educational research has
frequently employed closed lists of concepts and KM studies
generally involve domain experts who tend to share a
common vocabulary. We note that the integration of
multiple maps requires element matching rather than map
similarity calculation. In education, matching elements is
important to provide semi-automatic support for the
cognitively-oriented map measures by matching the
constructs in student and master maps to assess the
correctness of drawn links, count levels of hierarchy,
identify appropriate layers of progressive differentiation, and
recognize cross-links connecting different parts of a
generally hierarchical structure. An element-matching
algorithm would support assessment by speeding up the
process of assigning a score to a map and support teaching
by speeding up instructional feedback.

2.2 Computational Challenges
Semantic integration has received a significant amount of
attention in recent years, particularly from database
researchers seeking to facilitate information sharing and
integrate heterogeneous data sources [8]. Applications are
appropriate for semantic integration when two key
assumptions hold. (1) The application uses structured
representations, and (2) it employs more than one
representation [8]. Most available model matching
algorithms rely on these assumptions. While computerized
concept mapping tools employ structured representations at
the implementation level, and while topics mapped by two
different people will almost always be represented
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differently, these assumptions are not really appropriate for
collections of concept maps. The “structured”
representations assumed in most semantic integration
research are expected to contain domain appropriate
semantics that embody some notion of the key entities
existent in a domain of interest. The “schema” of a concept
mapping system consists of “concepts” and “relations” and
therefore does not have any direct correlation to the entities
in any particular domain. Because the schema holding a set
of concept maps lacks structural clues related to the
important entities in a domain, terminology variation,
informality, and organizational variations are especially
problematic. Educational concept mapping systems
generally have labeled nodes and labeled links with no
designation of node types and no restrictions on link names.
While previous research notes that concept map informality
and organizational variations can confound computerized
processes, terminology variations seem to have been largely
ignored in existing concept map processing routines.

2.2.1 Terminology Variation
People often use different words to represent the same
concepts or the same link types. Yet neither the CMapTools
approach [3] nor Chen, Lin and Chang’s matching routines
[5] directly address terminology variations. The CMapTools
approach sidesteps terminology variation relying on nearby
terms to establish overall similarity for a map pair and the
maps used by [5] were constructed with a controlled set of
nodes. Because educational concept mapping systems
generally do not enforce controlled vocabularies, better
approaches that deal with terminology variations are needed.

2.2.2 Informality
Kremer [16] notes that there is a dichotomy between a
human user’s need to work with a flexible and forgiving
(hence informal) system and the computer’s need for a
(formal) system with strong semantics. Although concept
maps are intuitive and more “computationally efficient” [17]
than some other forms of presentation such as pure text or
predicate logic [22], Kremer asserts that concept maps can
be computationally enhanced by constraining the “types” of
links and nodes that can be created. Leake et al. describe
concept map informality by stating that “Concept maps
appear similar to semantic nets but have no fixed semantics
and vocabulary” [18]. Concept maps are described by Canas
et al. as a “middle point” between structural representations
of CBR cases and textual descriptions. “They include
structural information and are intended to concisely
represent key concept properties but may not use
standardized semantics. This makes them more difficult to
manipulate autonomously than standardized representations
but also easier to acquire when domain experts are called
upon to encode knowledge” [2]. Informality is a problematic
but largely unavoidable characteristic of concept maps.

2.2.3 Organizational Variation
Constructivist learning theory asserts that there is no single
correct representation of knowledge. This notion
corresponds to the “cognitive shift” problem identified for
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concept maps scoring [5]. Two people often represent the
same concepts using different but equally correct structures.
However, examples of organizational variation are not
provided in previous literature. Section 3.13. identifies some
common organizational variations we found in a large
collection of human-drawn concept maps.

2.3 Matching Techniques
Given the computational challenges associated with concept
maps, we will now consider how element matching might be
performed. An obvious beginning is comparing node and
link labels. Commonly available string matching routines
evaluate the “cost” (often character-segment deletions,
insertions, and transpositions) associated with converting
one string into another. This approach has some obvious
limitations. Link names are problematic because a link name
is often repeated many times in a concept map and two maps
will often label the same relation differently. Logical
analysis could also be used for matching graphs. However,
even though concept maps can support a variant of predicate
logic, most (particularly those generated in an educational
setting) lack the formality needed to support logic
computations. Concept map matching challenges more
closely resemble the problems faced by schema matching
systems intended to establish mappings between elements in
database schemas and conceptual models. They routinely
address terminology variation and un-recognized formalism.
Schema matching is a process which creates a mapping
between elements of two schemas [26]. In the cited work a
schema is defined as a set of elements connected by some
structure. That definition clearly applies to concept maps.
Schema matching, ontology matching, and representation
matching are all used to describe systems or algorithms in
this broad area of research. Rahm and Bernstein’s work
includes a taxonomy covering many existing approaches.
Choosing the best matching approach depends on the
characteristics of the schemas, the matching environment,
and the intended use of the resulting match.
Rahm and Bernstein’s taxonomy employs several
classification criteria. This taxonomy differentiates various
schema matching approaches on based information used and
output characteristics. Table 1 summarizes the concept
mapping implications of the various approaches to schema
matching.
Another way of classifying schema matching algorithms is
to contrast rule-based vs. learner-based functions. In rulebased systems hand-crafted rules appropriate to a particular
domain or task guide the matching process. Two of the many
examples of this kind of system are PROM [7] developed by
Doan et al., and the PROMPT algorithm implemented as a
module of Protégé-2000 [25]. Unfortunately, the informal
nature of concept maps drawn as part of a learning process
do not provide the kind of detailed validation information
needed for rule-based matching. Learning-based methods
depend on learnable patterns that persist across different
map pairs. It is not at all clear that such patterns are present
in student-drawn concept maps.
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Table 1. Schema Matching for Concept Map Evaluation
Classification
Criteria
Instance vs.
schema
Element vs.
structure
Language vs.
constraint
Matching
cardinality
Auxiliary
information

Differentiating
Characteristic

Concept Map Evaluation Implications

At the node and link level, each concept map represents its own “schema”
Use of instance data with only one available instance therefore schema matching is generally
more appropriate than instance matching
Identification of conceptÆlinkÆconcept relations is important because
Matching
meaningful learning depends on understanding the relationship between
granularity
concepts and scoring techniques focus on relations
Element similarity Little or no constraint information is available because educational concept
/differentiation
mapping systems generally do not restrict entries in ways which are
algorithms
computationally useful
Because organizational structures of student maps are highly varied, 1:1,
Match cardinality 1:m, and m:1 are frequently appropriate match cardinalities for map
elements although matches are much more commonly 1:1
Use of external Educational concept mapping tools are likely to be used to map knowledge
resources to assist from a wide variety of domains so generic approaches are preferred
in matching

Based on our review of schema matching systems and an
analysis of concept map characteristics, we suggest that an
ideal matching system for concept maps would: (1) be
schema rather than instance based, (2) allow a matching
granularity of at least small map substructures such as
conceptÆlinkÆconcept propositions, (3) be language-based
because constraints are generally unavailable, (4) would
support match cardinalities greater than 1:1 although 1:1
matches would be the norm, and (5) would rely on little or
no auxiliary information to maximize generalizability. We
propose a using an adapted similarity flooding algorithm
because it meets these requirements.

2.4 Similarity Flooding
A seemingly appropriate matching algorithm called
similarity flooding (SF) was proposed in [21]. It matches
two directed graphs (schemas, catalogs, or other data
structures) to produce a multi-mapping of corresponding
nodes. Filters select the best mappings which are then
manually reviewed. Algorithm effectiveness was measured
in the original SF work by estimating the labor savings
obtained using the algorithm for schema matching tasks. It is
an inexact matching approach which relies on the intuition
that elements of two graphs are similar when their adjacent
elements are similar. SF is flexible and extensible because it
requires only a general network representation to accomplish
a match. Similarity and adjacency are generically defined
making the algorithm usable for diverse matching tasks and
tunable for multiple domains. The effectiveness of SF for
structures other than database schemas has not been
investigated.
SF promises to be useful for concept maps because it is able
to simultaneously leverage both the link structure of a
concept map and the semantic content of the node and link
labels. Various granularities can be matched (individual
nodes and node-link-node propositions), it does not rely on a

distinction between schema and instance data, and, although
a variety of methods could be used to establish initial
similarity, it is language-oriented. Many matching technique
distinguish schema and instance information implicitly
assuming that the schema structure contains a substantial
amount of semantic information and that a preponderance of
the instance-level data can be used as a differentiator. On
face, these implicit assumptions do not seem appropriate for
concept-map and concept-map-like applications. On the
other hand, the basic intuition used by SF is that similar
items will tend to be connected in different people’s maps.
Intuitively, this assumption could be said to demand less
precise structural similarity in the matched models and
therefore be more appropriate for the kind of maps drawn in
a classroom context.

3

Research Questions

Our review of the literature and our experiences with
concept mapping in education suggest that the similarity
flooding algorithm can be used to support concept map
management processes by matching knowledge elements
found in concept map pairs. We explore this potential by
experimentally addressing three research questions:
1. Given query and target concept maps, can we
correctly identify node and propositional
knowledge elements from the query map in the
target map?
2. How does the similarity flooding algorithm perform
for this matching task?
3. How do commonly-observed concept map
organizational variations affect the accuracy of the
matching process?
We explore these questions in two experiments. The first
experiment employed simulated concept maps to explore
algorithm performance in a controlled setting. To implement
our simulation, we evaluated a large collection of human-
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drawn concept maps to establish a baseline for vocabulary
overlap and reviewed topically-similar sets of maps to
identify common organizational variations. Although these
evaluations are somewhat peripheral to the main focus of
this study, they may also be of interest to developers of
concept mapping systems. The second experiment evaluated
the algorithm using student-drawn concept maps. The
balance of Section 3 describes our research testbed.

3.1 GetSmart System
Our understanding of the computational difficulties
associated with student-drawn concept maps comes in part
from our experiences building and using the GetSmart
system [19]. GetSmart was developed at the University of
Arizona as part of NSF’s NSDL (National Science Digital
Library) project with input from research partners at
Virginia Tech. GetSmart supports educational processes by
integrating course resources and advanced digital library
technologies with concept mapping for personal knowledge
representation. More than 100 students at the University of
Arizona and Virginia Tech used GetSmart in the fall of
2002. Students created concept maps of course material
individually and in groups. Concept maps are envisioned as
a valuable part of an educational process in which students
record their personal understanding and instructors provide
feedback based on their expert knowledge. Use of the
system in the fall of 2002 resulted in a concept map
collection containing 30 or more maps for each of 11
subtopics related to data structures and algorithms, 30 or
more maps for each of 10 chapters of an information
retrieval textbook, and hundreds of other student-drawn
concept maps. Table 2 provides usage statistics for GetSmart
in the fall of 2002. The time spent evaluating and managing
the maps in this large collection points to the real need for
improved map processing algorithms.

Table 2. GetSmart Usage
Students at the University of Arizona and Virginia Tech
created an extensive collection of concept maps.
114
Student Users
4,000 +
User Sessions
1,400 +
Maps Created; Homework & Presentations
50 +
Maps created by groups
40,000 + conceptÆlinkÆconcept propositions in maps

3.2 Observed Vocabulary Overlap
To better understand the difficulties associated with concept
matching, we did some initial analysis of our concept map
collection to identify the degree of vocabulary overlap and to
compile a list of observed structural variations. This
information was used to guide development of the algorithm
and simulations used in this work. Previously, [10] measured
term overlap finding that people generally choose the same
term for the same object about 20% of the time. Because our
concept map collection was generated in a classroom setting
by students who had all been exposed to the same
instructional materials, we expected to see more overlap than
was found in the cited study. To measure the overlap in our
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collection, we chose 4 topical sets of maps and then
randomly chose 10 maps from each topical set. We
compared the different representations used by different
people for the same concept. In some cases the user intended
to use the same words for a concept but entered them in the
concept map differently. For example the term “E Measure”
was entered as (1) “E-Measure,” (2) “emeasure,” (3) “E
Measure,” (4) “E Measrue,” and (5) “E evaluation measure.”
All of these representations were considered to represent the
same concept. The first 4 were considered to be matching
representations while the last was considered to be only
somewhat similar. After making some minor spelling
adjustments, we found that the most common word for a
concept appeared in about 75% of the concept maps. About
half of the remaining words were quite similar and the rest
were not very similar at all. Using the measurement
methodology described in Furnas et al., this equates to
between 50 and 60% overlap. This seems to be a reasonable
initial estimate of vocabulary overlap for concepts in
student-drawn maps.

3.3 Observed Organizational Variations
In order to establish the usefulness of a concept map
matching system, we needed to look at specific examples of
the kinds of organizational variations (referred to as
“cognitive shifts” in [5]) observed in a collections of
topically-similar concept maps. Based on our review of the
student-drawn maps in our collections, we identified four
categories of variation: (1) missing elements, (2) added
elements, (3) cross-links, and (4) other organizational
variations. Without commenting on the correctness of the
knowledge expressed in the map snippets, we observe that
structural variations are associated with student
understanding. Figures 1, 2, and 3 are all based on actual
student-drawn concept maps covering tree data structures.
Adding and missing elements are depicted in Figure 1.
Leaving out important leaf nodes might reflect a student’s
failure to remember a key concept. Addition of internal
nodes can express higher degrees of progressive
differentiation. The first map allows for the addition of nonordered tree traversal methods, the second depicts an
additional concept.
Figure 2 shows frequently seen
organizational variations. In the first map, three types of
binary trees are connected to the higher order concept binary
trees in a simple hierarchical structure. In the second, a
student uses linear arrangement implying subsumption
relationships. The last map reverses the direction of the
arrows and shows additional relationships. Figure 3 depicts
cross-links. In most maps of the topic, students clustered
general tree terminology as seen in the children, parent, and
sibling nodes. These same maps also usually contain some
representation of binary tree types. In Figure 3 two
hierarchical sections are connected by cross-links. Novak
and Gowin suggest that this indicates creativity and should
be particularly rewarded in concept map scoring.
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In-order

Leaf and internal nodes
can be added or removed.

Post-order

To enable conceptÆlinkÆconcept
matching our implementation
represents concept map links as
nodes in a more complex graph. To
keep the example manageable we
simplify the graph representation.

Sort
Routines

type

Simple

type

Complex

Fig. 1. Added or Missing Elements
Graph B

Graph A

Map 1

Binary Trees

Consist of
Almost Complete
Binary Trees

Map 3

Map 2
Consist of

Consist of

Strictly
Binary Trees

Strictly
Binary Trees

Type of

Strictly
Binary Trees
Consists of
Complete
Binary Trees

Complete
Binary Trees

Type of

Consists of

Subset of

Almost Complete
Binary Trees

The same nodes can be connected differently, links may point
in different directions, or organize the concepts differently.

Fig. 2. Organizational Variations

terminology
consists of

Cross Link s: note connections between the
types of trees and the terminology. These
link s do not appear in many other maps.
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Complete
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Fig. 3. Cross-Links
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Map Link

A2

Consists of

Subset of

Almost Complete
Type of Binary Trees

A1

Sort Routines

Names

B1

Map Link

Binary Trees

Complete
Binary Trees

Binary Trees

Algorithms

Names

Implementation

Our similarity flooding algorithm closely parallels the
initially proposed algorithm [20] but also features two
knowledge-anchoring adaptations which address the
algorithm’s tendency to identify superstructure matches. The
algorithm has 4 steps: (1) graph representation, (2)
calculation of initial similarity, (3) a fixpoint computation,
and (4) filtering. To illustrate the algorithm’s function, the
top of Figure 4 shows two small concept maps and the
bottom shows how they might be represented during step 1
of the flooding algorithm. Links can also be represented as
nodes when preparing the graph for the SF system. This

A3

Names

Simple Sort
•
•
•
•
•

Map Link

Map Link

Names

Complex Sort

“Algorithms” Names A1
“Simple Sort” Names A2
“Complex Sort” Names A3
A1 Maplink A2
A1 MapLink A3

B2

B3

Names

Simple
•
•
•
•
•

Names

Complex
“Sort Routines” Names B1
“Simple” Names B2
“Complex” Names B3
B1 MaplinkB2
B1 MapLinkB3

Each node is abstracted from its attribute(s) (name)
Map Links are connected to nodes, not attributes

Fig. 4. Similarity Flooding Map Representations
extension
would
support
matching
at
the
conceptÆlinkÆconcept proposition level. Nodes and node
names are abstracted as separate elements. Other available
and appropriate attributes can also be attached to the nodes.
This allows various attributes to independently contribute to
the similarity calculation.
Next the algorithm obtains initial similarity values for Graph
A/Graph B node pairs. Because our example maps each
include 6 nodes (as shown in the bottom half of Figure 4) 36
initial similarity values can be provided. We provided initial
similarity only for names (represented as ovals in the figure)
and zero values are ignored. Although the initial values
strongly affect matching accuracy, the other operations are
independent of the initial similarity assignment process.
Table 3 shows the values used in our example. No similarity
is provided for the pair Algorithms/Sort Routines, and
similarity is provided for the incorrect matches Simple
Sort/Sort Routines and Complex Sort/Sort Routines. This
emulates the results a string matching routine would provide.
Once the graphs are represented and initial similarity values
are established, an iterative fixpoint calculation that updates
similarity based on adjacent node similarity creates a
mapping between elements. A pairwise connectivity graph is
generated, then the algorithm iterates using a fixpoint
computation to pass similarity between node pairs until the
network stabilizes. A formal description of the algorithm
with its internal representation is available [20]. The
algorithm operates on the assumption that whenever two
elements, one from Graph 1 and one from Graph 2, are
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found to be similar the similarity score of adjacent elements
should be increased. Over a number of iterations, the initial
similarity of any two nodes propagates through the graphs.
In our example, the similarity initially identified for the node
label pairs Simple Sort/Simple and Complex Sort/Complex
propagate to the node pair “A1/B1” to establish the correct
final match shown in Table 4. Figure 5 shows several of the
paths along which the similarity travels from names, through
node pairs to other node pairs. The he computation maps
each Graph 1 element to every element in Graph 2.

Table 3. Example Initial Similarity Values
Node Pair

Initial Similarity
Value Assigned
.5
.5
.7
.7

Simple Sort / Sort Routine
Complex Sort / Sort Routine
Simple Sort / Simple
Complex Sort / Complex

Table 4. Similarity Output – A Multimapping
Graph A Node

Graph B Node

A1 (Algorithms)
A1
A1
A3 (Complex
Sort)
A3
A3
A2 (Simple Sort)
A2
A2

B1 (Sort Routines)
B2 (Simple)
B3 (Complex)

Similarity
Output
1.00
0.10
0.10

B3 (Complex)

0.65

B2 (Simple)
B1 (Sort Routines)
B2 (Simple)
B3 (Complex)
B1 (Sort Routines)

0.40
0.07
0.61
0.43
0.15

Simp le Sort

Na mes

Simp le

Co mple x So rt
Co mple x

Na mes

A2
B2
A3
B3
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rows in Table 4 represent a correct one-to-one mapping and
would be chosen by either the exact or best filters.
Melnik et al. evaluate four variations of the fixpoint
calculation. Basic, A, B, and C are shown in Table 5. The
function ƒ increments the similarity of an element pair
(σi+1) based on the similarity of its neighbors. The relative
influence of the initial similarity value (σ0) and the previous
iteration’s value (σi) changes in each variation. C is most
strongly influenced by the initial similarity values. Basic was
found to be the slowest to converge and the least accurate. A,
B, and C had comparable convergence properties but C was
slightly more accurate. In the graph representation phase
each conceptÆlinkÆconcept proposition found in the map
was presented to the algorithm three ways. First a node name
and maplink relations are created (as shown in Figure 4).
Then separate link elements are created and connected to the
nodes to represent each proposition.
In initial tests we tended to match to “superstructures.” That
is, viewing the graph as a somewhat hierarchical structure,
we occasionally had incorrect matches to items at “higher”
levels in the map structure. This is a documented tendency in
the SF algorithm [21]. We addressed this problem by
generating “hierarchical structure” elements when one node
was connected to three or more nodes of the same color by
links with the same name and direction, as shown in Figure
6. Existing concept maps, as drawn by students, require no
special input or manual adjustments to identify these
structures. We also introduced a “node anchoring”
mechanism. Key terms and commonly used abbreviations
are identified as anchor points. Whenever these terms are
found in both query and target maps, they are “locked-in” as
best matches. We increase the match value for these pairs in
each iteration of the fixpoint computation.

Table 5. Fixpoint Formulas

Map Link

A1
B1
Map Link

Fig. 5. Selected Propagation Graph Paths
Because this multimapping is too large for most
applications, the fourth and final step chooses which
matches to report. Three filters tested by Melnik et al.
resulted in comparable accuracy: a Threshold filter chooses
all matches above some threshold value, an Exact filter
reports the highest match for each node in Graph 1, and a
Best filter requires that each node in Graph 1 can be matched
to only one node in Graph 2. The best filter uses a greedy
algorithm where, for the next unmatched element, a best
available candidate is chosen to maximize cumulative
similarity. The highest accuracies were reported for the
threshold and exact filters with only slightly lower results
reported for the best filter. In our example, the highlighted

Identifier
Basic
A
B
C

Fixpoint Formula
σ = normalize(σi + ƒ(σi))
σi+1 = normalize(σ0 + ƒ(σi))
σi+1 = normalize(ƒ(σ0 + σi))
σi+1 = normalize(σ0 + σi + ƒ(σ0 + σi))
i+1

To reinforce substructure similarity, Hstruct elements and
links are added to the graph representation when one
element is connected to several other elements of the same
color, by links with identical labels that are pointing in the
same direction.
Student Map
Parent
contains
Children

contains
contains

contains

Tree

contains
contains

Sibling
Hstruct 1

Hstruct 2

Fig. 6. Reinforcing Substructures

Root Node
Internal Node
Internal
Node

Leaf Node
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Fig. 7. Maps used in the Simulation

5

Simulation Experiment

Our simulated map experiment evaluates SF’s capabilities
for matching elements in concept maps under different
structural and terminological variations. First we verify
functionality with concept maps because the algorithm was
previously used on data schemas. We wanted to see if the
algorithm increased concept map element matching accuracy
above the initial similarity evaluation. Next we evaluated
filtering methods and fixpoint formulas. Finally, using a set
of systematically altered maps and 30 sets of randomized
initial similarity values, we evaluated performance in the
presence of organizational structure variations.

5.1 Simulation Experimental Design
The simulated map set is representative of a collection of
human-drawn concept maps. Section 2.2 identifies three
crucial concept map characteristics with implications for
computational performance: informality, structural variation,
and terminological variation. To represent a concept map
collection we began with the map shown in Figure 7. The
prototype is intended to represent an instructor-created
expert or master map. Its nodes are named generically so it
can represent a map on any topic. One of the key notions of
the simulation is separation of the effects of map structure
variation from the effects of initial node similarity values.
By naming the nodes generically and assigning randomized

initial similarity values we allowed the comparison of these
effects. The node labeled “Root” might represent the toplevel concept for a map on any topic. The cluster of yellow
nodes (YellowRoot, Y1, Y2, and Y3) stands for some
grouping of important concepts related to the “Root”
concept. The rest of the maps in the simulation are intended
to mimic commonly observed, cognitively important
organizational variations.
We compared the prototype map to 9 simulated maps. In
maps A1, A2, M1, and M2 we added or removed nodes.
Map C1 includes cross-links connecting different portions of
the hierarchy. In O1 we attached the Y1, Y2, and Y3 nodes
to the root node. In O2 we added additional links between
nodes within a cluster and in O3 we made both of these
changes together. Finally, we used an exact copy of the
prototype map.
The second part of our simulated environment is a set of
initial similarity values designed to simulate string match
results from a set of concept maps drawn by different people
on the same topic. Each comparison requires a matrix
relating each node in the query map to each node in the
target map. The matrix contains initial similarity values for
nodes representing the same concept and values for nodes
representing different concepts. For example, consider the
node labeled GreenRoot in the simulated map. The
simulated map M1 also has a node labeled GreenRoot. If the
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Table 6. Simulated Initial Similarity for
Same Concept Node Pairs
Simulated Map
Examples of What the
Possible Initial
Nodes
Simulation Represents
Similarity Value
Node Pair
Prototype Target
Map
Map
Node
Node
R1
R1
Pre-Order, pre-order
1
R1
R1
Pre-Order,pre-order (DFS)
0.85
RedRoot RedRoot Traversal Method,
0.175
Algorithm
Simulated matching nodes are assigned initial similarity based on
analysis of the vocabulary overlap found in 40 maps covering 4 topics
(equates to 50-60% overlap)
75% - Match Value 1.0
Nearly Exact Terminology
15% - Match Value .85
Very Similar Terminology
10% - Match Value .175
Significantly Different Terminology

Table 1. Simulated Initial Similarity for Different
Concept Pairs
Simulated Map Nodes

Examples of What the
Simulation
Represents

Possible Initial
Similarity Value

Node Pair
Prototype Target Map
Map Node
Node
R1
R2
Pre-Order, post-order
0.85
R1
Y3
Pre-Order, parent
0.51
Root
G3
Tree, Sibling
0
Simulated non-matching nodes are assigned initial similarity based on
an analysis of string match values from 25,000+ node label pairs found
in a set of 60 topically-similar concept maps

Node
Identifiers
Root

Prototype Map

prototype map were an instructor’s master map (query map
Q) and map M1 was a student’s map (target map T), the
student might have used the same term exactly, a very
similar term, or a completely different term to represent
GreenRoot. A correct result matches GreenRoot from the
query map to the GreenRoot node in the target map.
To calculate values for same-concept node pairs (e.g.
GreenRoot in map Q to GreenRoot in map T ) we used the
observed variance from Section 3.2. Table 6 describes the
distribution of these values. An initial similarity value of 1
was assigned to 75% of the same concept nodes to represent
those occasions when the same term is used to denote the
same concept. A value of .85 was assigned to 15% to
represent very similar representations. The rest were
assigned .173 to simulate cases where different terms have
been used. This distribution approximates the 50-60%
vocabulary overlap found for same-concept nodes in a set of
student-drawn maps. Table 7 describes the initial similarity
value distribution used for nodes representing different
concepts (i.e. GreenRoot in some map Q to R1 in some map
T). We created this distribution using string match
calculations performed on more than 25,000 node label pairs
found in a set of 60 topically-similar concept maps. Figure 8
shows a portion of the initial similarity value matrix for one
of the 30 computations for altered map A1.

RedRoot
R1
R2
R3

Root RedRoot
1
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R1

R2

R3

0.057

0.057

0.12

0.245

0.12

0.85

0.12

0.12

0.12

0.307

1

R4

0.12

0.057

012

0.175

0.495

0.12

1

0.245

…
The diagonal values are randomly drawn from the same-concept
distribution (Table 6), the other values are randomly drawn
from the different-concept distribution (Table 7). A “perfect”
match would have 1 in the diagonal boxes and 0 in the others. In
practice, the same-concept node pairs only tend to have higher
values than different-concept pairs.

Fig. 8. Initial Similarity Matrix for Map A1
Each of the simulated maps was tested with 30 different sets
of randomized initial similarity values. That is, each
generated target map was compared to the prototype map 30
times. In the second step of the similarity algorithm, initial
similarity for same-concept node pairs was assigned values
from the first distribution, while values from the second
distribution were used for different-concept pairs.
Simulation Experiment ResultsThe similarity flooding (SF)
algorithm performed as expected for the different fixpoint
formula options. Formulas A, B, and C showed comparable
recall accuracy, substantially out-performing the Basic
formula as shown in Figure 9. Accuracy was measured by
dividing the number of correctly matched nodes by the
number of correct matches possible. Figure 10 shows that, as
in the previous SF study, the algorithm converged more
quickly (in fewer iterations) when employing Formula C.
The Best and Exact filters were compared because they both
produce at most one match in the target graph for each node
in the query graph while the Threshold filter allows multiple
results for each query node. Employing the Best filter
improved matching accuracy over Exact filtering. Best
improved 132 of 240 mappings (55%) of those matches
while reducing the accuracy of only 24 (10%). Best
produced a net increase of 210 correctly matched nodes on
4,650 attempts (4.5%). Table 8 shows the improvement in
node match recall for the best filter as compared to the exact
filter. All the improvements were significant at the p= .05
level.
The similarity flooding algorithm improved on the node
matching accuracy over a match based only on the initial
similarity values as shown in Table 9. To create a
comparable result, we used the Best filter for both the
similarity flooding and string match results. Improvement
ranged from 3 to 11 percent; the improvement in the average
accuracy for the 30 trials of each of the 9 maps was found to
be significant at the p=.05 level.
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6.1 Student-Drawn Map Experimentation

Recall for Fixpoint Form ulas
100%
Recall

80%

0.9408 0.9296 0.9305
0.744

60%
40%
20%
0%
Basic

A

B

C

Fig. 9. Fixpoint Formula Accuracy

Average Number of
Iterations

Convergence for Fixpoint Form ulas
25
20

19.385
14.6

15

9.2

10

6

5
0
Basic

A

B

C

Fig. 10. Fixpoint Formula Convergence
Table 8. Filter Recall Results

Nodes
Links
Elements

Best
.92
.88
.93

Node Recall
Exact
Improvement
.88
4%
.78
10 %
.83
10%

Table 9. Correct Node Match Ratio, Similarity
Flooding vs. Initial Similarity
Map Variation
Identical Graph
A1 Added Leaf Node
A2 Added Internal Node
M1 Missing Leaf Nodes
M2 Missing Internal Nodes
C1 Cross-links
O1 Moved Node Group
O2 Added Links in a Substructure
O3 Two Organizational Variations

6

SF
Initial
Result Value Improvement
0.95
0.84
11%
0.94
0.85
9%
0.91
0.84
7%
0.94
0.86
8%
0.86
0.83
3%
0.95
0.86
9%
0.91
0.83
8%
0.96
0.89
7%
0.93
0.84
9%

Student-Drawn Map Experiment

The student map experiment tested the algorithm in a more
complex and realistic environment to see if a similarity
flooding match was better than a match based on actual
string match values. We also wanted to identify situations in
which the algorithm returned inaccurate matches to identify
strategies for improvement.

Thirty topically similar, student-drawn target maps from the
GetSmart collection were selected. They exhibited a variety
of terminological and structural variations. We created a
query map of the topic emphasizing hierarchical elements
frequently found in the student maps. Hierarchical relations
were emphasized because of their cognitive and educational
importance. Two graduate students familiar with the topic
compared the query map to each of the target maps. A list of
correct matches was compiled; only matches agreed upon by
both reviewers were used in calculating accuracy results.
The query map was matched to each of the student maps
using our similarity flooding implementation. The Best filter
was used in both similarity flooding (SF) and string match
(SM) processing. A commonly available string match
algorithm provided similarity scores for each node in the
query map to every node in each of the target maps. In
addition, we compared the full text of each
conceptÆlinkÆconcept proposition pair. For example the
node label pair [Traversal,Ordered Traversal] was assigned
an initial similarity of .529 by the string matching algorithm,
and the proposition pair [Ordered Traversal contains InOrder, Traversal include In-Order] was assigned .559.

6.2 Student-Drawn Map Results
The similarity flooding (SF) based matching system outperformed the string matching (SM) algorithm for both
concept nodes and conceptÆlinkÆconcept propositions. SF
& SM were somewhat complementary. SM occasionally
identified correct matches missed by the SF algorithm. Table
10 compares the SM and SF recall. SF+SM reflects
occasions when either the SM or the SF result was correct.
All of the SF results are significantly better than the SM
results at the p= .05 level. Recall is the more important
measure of accuracy because it would be relatively easy for
an instructor to ignore incorrect matches when evaluating a
map. However, recall can also be measured for various
levels of precision. A minimum similarity threshold would
cause the algorithm to ignore many poor matches. Recall at
various precision levels is reported in Figure 11. By
selecting an output similarity threshold of .8 we achieved
both recall and precision above .90.

Table 10. Score of SF vs. SM for 30 Student-Drawn
Concept Maps
Nodes
Propositions
Combined

7

SF
.94
.79
.88

SM
.88
.50
.72

Improvement
6%
29%
16%

SF+SM
.95
.84
.91

Discussion

Although the matching results are encouraging, they can still
be improved. We reviewed the remaining matching and
identified four recurring problems. Incorrect matches can be
traced to (1) student misconceptions (2) synonymy, (3)
cardinality, and (4) granularity. Because informality and
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propositions and propositions. In a number of cases, 3element
knowledge
structures
(nodeÆlinkÆnode
propositions) would have been better matched to 5 element
structures (nodeÆlinkÆnodeÆlinkÆnode). For example
the query map includes the proposition: (tree Æ include Æ
binary tree). In several maps an additional node has been
inserted (tree Æ has Æ types Æ includes Æ binary tree).
These intermediate nodes frequently labeled words like
types, examples, terminology, or comparison. Rather than
introducing new concepts, these nodes clarify the
relationships between other concepts. It may be useful to
compile a list of these words and use that list to
automatically adjust the map representation provided to the
flooding algorithm.
1
0.8
Recall

flexibility enhance the educational value of concept
mapping, our observations are intended to identify methods
of increasing match accuracy without imposing restrictions
on the student map building process.
Student misconceptions are exhibited in incorrect links and
lack of organizational clarity. Some matching errors could
be directly traced to factually incorrect links that introduced
noise in the algorithm. Removing incorrect links (for
example a link identifying a BTree as a type of Binary Tree)
would have increased node matching accuracy in some
cases. Map clarity is also important. Flat trees with few
hierarchical levels reflect a lack of conceptual
differentiation. Identifying such ambiguous or incorrect
representations would be helpful educationally and increase
matching accuracy.
Different people frequently use different abbreviations,
synonyms, or word forms in node labels. Examples include
CBT for Complete Binary Tree, Routines for Algorithms,
and Trees vs. Tree. In many cases the system corrects these
errors, but not always. For example, the term pairs
child/descendant and parent/ancestor were presented in
lecture as contextually equivalent terms for a concept. The
string match algorithm matched child/ancestor over
child/descendant,
and
parent/descendant
over
parent/ancestor. Because the concepts were placed in
equivalent structural positions, the SF algorithm could not
correct the match. Even when a correct match is found for
such a node pair, ambiguous signals may be introduced into
the similarity propagation graph causing other errors. A
query map could be structured to include domain appropriate
synonyms to help with these easily-anticipated problems and
lexical resources could be used. We observed that locking in
matches for key terms (i.e. “tree” always matches with
“trees” and “binary tree” always matches with “binary tree”)
increased overall matching accuracy. Introducing just these
two key terms for enhanced matching resulted in a
substantial increase in overall matching performance in one
set of maps. Key top-level terms could be listed in the query
map or inferred from a map collection prior to processing
the individual map pairs.
Matching cardinality also affects matching accuracy. We
found that Best filtering (which enforces a 1:1 match
cardinality ) improved accuracy. But, our initial review of
appropriate characteristics for a matching algorithm for
concept maps (presented in Section 2.5) noted that 1:M and
M:1 would be appropriate on some occasions. Out of 30
maps on tree structures from the GetSmart collection, 3
maps included Btrees and B+Trees in the same node
B/B+Trees. The fixpoint calculation portion of the SF
algorithm gave a high similarity score to both “Btree” Æ
“B/B+Tree” and to “B+Tree”Æ B/B+Tree but the Best filter
forced it to choose only one of the matches. In addition to
the main error (missing the match between Btree and
B/B+Tree), the resulting ambiguity occasionally caused
other mismatches.
In this initial implementation we restricted granularity by
allowing matches only between nodes and nodes or

Nodes

0.6

Links
0.4
0.2
0
0.4

0.5
0.6 0.7
Precision

0.8

0.9

1

Fig. 11. Recall vs. Precision
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Conclusions and Future Directions

The combined structural and semantic matching presented in
this work is a promising approach for matching concept map
elements. This work identifies a need for element level
matching in concept maps and it explores the use of schema
matching techniques. Existing concept map evaluation
techniques were reviewed for common themes and
measures. Existing schema matching algorithms were
reviewed in a concept map matching context. A candidate
algorithm, the similarity flooding algorithm developed by
Sergy Melnik, Hector Garcia-Molina, and Erhard Rahm, was
identified and tested to establish a performance baseline for
future work. The system improved on simple string match
results but employed only readily available information such
as common abbreviations, key terms, and node colors.
Previous computerized concept map applications measure
overall map similarity but do not emphasize the element
matches needed in providing student feedback. Previous
educational and knowledge management concept map
application research has generally considered only
conceptual nodes and not propositional links [3, 5]. Our
proposed approach identifies these links as a
computationally important dimension of the knowledge
contained in a concept map. Also, in contrast to previous
concept map algorithms, our system uses concept maps as
they are generally created in educational settings without
controlling the list of potential nodes or adding importance
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weights to the maps. Even so, in our experimentation with
student-drawn maps, we were able to identify 91% of the
correct node and proposition matches. The assumptions
made in the design of many database-oriented semanticintegration systems may not be all that appropriate for more
informal concept-graph matching applications, as discussed
in Section 2.3 above. Because human-drawn concept maps
are similar to other node-link knowledge structures such as
semantic webs, ontologies, work flow descriptions, and web
service implementation models, improved concept mapping
techniques may also have important non-education
applications.
To guide improvements to the matching process, we
identified a few commonly occurring organizational
variations and noted their relationship to educational and
cognitive processes. We tested both simulated and human
drawn concept maps exhibiting these variations. Because
these variations negatively impacted matching accuracy, the
system was adjusted in several context-appropriate ways to
increase accuracy. We introduced “node anchoring” to lock
in key terms and automatically recognized some important
hierarchical clusters using node colors, link names, and link
directions. Using a matching algorithm such as the one
described in this work, educational map evaluation and
feedback processes might be improved. Mapping
suggestions might also be provided for students by
leveraging a collection of existing maps. It is hoped that this
kind of prompting or tutoring will have a positive effect on
learning and knowledge acquisition.
We plan to implement element matching in a semi-automatic
scoring system and measure its impact on student feedback
processes. Element matching is needed for such a system.
Establishing a mapping between single nodes and between
conceptÆlinkÆconcept substructures is a good beginning
for matching larger structures such as hierarchical clusters.
We plan to augment our mapping system to leverage the SF
multimapping to identify some of these larger substructure
matches. Although our current implementation individually
matches a query map to a target map, information gathered
in matching one map may be useful in matching other maps
in the same collection. We plan to explore this possibility in
the system as it is developed. Finally, because student
misconceptions are educationally important and have a
negative effect on matching accuracy, we intend to add
misconception detection capabilities to the concept map
evaluation system.
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